We study an efficient algorithm to hash any single qubit gate (or unitary matrix) into a braid of Fibonacci anyons represented by a product of icosahedral group elements. By representing the group elements by braid segments of different lengths, we introduce a series of pseudo-groups. Joining these braid segments in a renormalization group fashion, we obtain a Gaussian unitary ensemble of random-matrix representations of braids. With braids of length O(log 2 (1/ε)), we can approximate all SU(2) matrices to an average error ε with a cost of O(log(1/ε)) in time. The algorithm is applicable to generic quantum compiling.
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PACS numbers:
Quantum gates are the building blocks for quantum circuits. A reliable implementation of quantum computation would need a universal set of fault-tolerant gates. How to use the set of universal gates to construct quantum circuits is an important question [1] . The question also arises if we want to simulate the circuits of the universal set by using those of another set. The Solovay-Kitaev algorithm [2] guarantees good approximations to any desired gates, provided that a dense enough ǫ-net exists. Instead of using quantum error-correction codes, topological quantum computation [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] proposes to realize fault-tolerant quantum gates by topology embedded in hardware. In two-dimensional topological states of matter, a collection of non-Abelian anyonic excitations with fixed positions spans a multi-dimensional Hilbert space and, in such a space, the quantum evolution of the multi-component wave function of the anyons is realized by their braidings. The evolution can be represented by non-trivial unitary matrices that implement quantum computation. A prototype of nonAbelian anyons is known as the Fibonacci anyons, which exist in the Read-Rezayi quantum Hall state at filling fraction ν = 3/5 [8] (whose particle-hole conjugate is a candidate for the observed ν = 12/5 quantum Hall plateau [9] ) and in the non-Abelian spin-singlet state at ν = 4/7 [10] . In topological quantum computation, the topology of the quantum braids precludes errors induced by local noises; unfortunately, this does not eliminate the errors in approximating quantum gates by braids.
Bonesteel et al. pioneered the implementation of quantum gates using Fibonacci anyons with a brute-force search algorithm [11, 12] , which finds the best approximation to a unitary matrix T in the set of all braids up to a certain length L. As for all quantum computation schemes, the complexity (thus inefficiency) in brute-force search is dictated by the necessity to sample the whole space of unitary matrices with almost equal weight, while the target gate is just a zero-measure point inside. Thus the distance [14] of the approximation depends on L as e −L/ξ (with ξ ≃ 7.3 [13] ). However, the run time grows exponentially in L, rendering the algorithm impractical to achieve a distance below a certain threshold. In fact, the most probable braids generated by the brute-force algorithm have the largest distance to the desired gate due to the geometry of the unitary matrix space [14] , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Subsequent algorithms [13, 15] enhance the sampling of the target point by mapping it to a higher-dimensional object, although the search remains time-consuming. The inefficiency in these algorithms is also reflected in the fact that a new unitary matrix needs a new brute-force search, which is exponentially hard. The existing implementation of the SolovayKitaev algorithm [16] is not efficient enough in terms of either braid length or searching time.
The question is thus the following: can one implement a more efficient search algorithm to find braids for single-qubit gates? Technically, we can think of a braid as an index to the corresponding unitary matrix, which can be regarded as a definition, like in a dictionary. Given an index, it is straightforward to find its definition, but finding the index for a definition is exponentially hard. In computer science, the task of quickly locating a data record given its content (or search key) can be achieved by the introduction of hash functions. In the context of topological quantum computation, we thus name this task topological quantum hashing. In general, such a hashing function, being imperfect, still maps a unitary matrix to a number of braids rather than one. But narrowing the search down to only a fixed (rather than exponentially large) number of braids is already a great achievement.
In this Letter, we explore topological quantum hashing with the finite icosahedral group I and its algebra. The building blocks of the algorithm are a preprocessor and a main processor: the aim of the preprocessor is to give an initial approximationT of the target gate T , while that of the main processor is to reduce the discrepancy between T andT with extremely high efficiency. We discuss the iteration of the algorithm in a renormalization group fashion and the results which follow from this approach. The algorithm is also applicable to 
. PL(d) differ only by their corresponding average dL (not a fitting parameter), which decays exponentially as L increases. Note P24(d) is roughly ten-times sharper and narrower than P8(d).
generic quantum compiling and, remarkably, its efficiency can be quantified using random matrix theory.
We illustrate our algorithm with Fibonacci anyons (denoted as φ, with a fusion rule φ × φ = 1 + φ, where 1 is the vacuum) [11-13, 15, 16] . If we create two pairs of φ (illustrated graphically by dots) out of the vacuum, both pairs (small ellipses) must have the same fusion outcome, 1 or φ, forming a qubit (large ellipse), in which the braiding of φ's can be generated by two fundamental braiding matrices
and their inverses σ −1
The matrix representation generates a four-strend braid group B 4 (or an equivalent three-strand braid group B 3 ): this is an infinite dimensional group consisting of all possible sequences of length L of the above generators and with increasing L the whole set of braidings generates a dense cover of the SU(2) single-qubit rotations. Earlier works [11, 13, 15, 16] have demonstrated that the two-qubit gate construction can be mapped to the single-qubit gate construction; thus, we will not discuss the construction of two-qubit gates here. Icosahedral group. The icosahedral rotation group I of order 60 is the largest finite subgroup of SU(2) excluding reflection. Therefore, it has been often used to replace the full SU(2) group for practical purposes, as for example in earlier Monte Carlo studies of SU(2) lattice gauge theories [17] , and this motivated us to apply the icosahedral group representation in the braid construction. I is composed by the 60 rotations around the axes of symmetry of the icosahedron (platonic solid with twenty triangular faces) or of its dual polyhedron, the dodecahedron (regular solid with twelve pentagonal faces); there are six axes of the fifth order, ten of the third and fifteen of the second. Let us for convenience write I = {g 0 , g 1 , ..., g 59 }, where g 0 = e is the identity element.
Thanks to the homomorphism between SU(2) and SO(3), we start by associating a 2 × 2 unitary matrix to each group element. In other words, each group element can be approximated by a braid of Fibonacci anyons of a certain length N using the brute-force search [11] and neglecting an overall phase. In this way, we obtain an approximate representation in SU(2) of the icosahedral group,Ĩ(N ) = {g 0 (N ),g 1 (N ), . . . ,g 59 (N )}. Choosing, for instance, a fixed braid length of N = 24, the distance (or error) of each braid representation to its corresponding exact matrix representation varies from 0.003 to 0.094 (see Fig. 2 for an example).
We point out that the 60 elements ofĨ(N ) (for any finite N ) do not close any longer the composition laws of I; in fact, they form a pseudo-group, not a group, isomorphic to I only in the limit N → ∞. In other words, if the composition law g i g j = g k holds in the original icosahedral group, the product of the corresponding elementsg i (N ) andg j (N ) is not g k (N ), although it can be very close to it for large enough N . Interestingly, the distance between the productg i (N )g j (N ) and the corresponding element g k of I can be linked to the Wigner-Dyson distribution, which we will discuss later.
Using the pseudo-group structure ofĨ, we can generate a set S made of a large number of braids only in the vicinity of the identity matrix: this is a simple consequence of the original icosahedral group algebra, in which the composition laws allow us to obtain the identity group element in various ways. The set S is instrumental to achieve an important goal, i.e. to search among the elements of S the best correction to apply to a first rough approximation of the target singlequbit gate T we want to hash. We can create such a set, labeled by S(L, n), considering all the possible ordered prod- 
. In this way we generate all the possible combinations of n + 1 elements of I whose result is the identity, but, thanks to the errors that characterize the braid representationĨ, we obtain 60 n small rotations in SU(2), corresponding to braids of length (n + 1)L.
The hashing procedure. The first step in the hashing procedure of the target gate is to find a rough braid representation of T using a preprocessor, which associates to T the element in [Ĩ (l)] m (of length m × l) that best approximates it. Thus we obtain a starting braid
characterized by an initial error we want to reduce. The preprocessor procedure relies on the fact that choosing a small l we obtain a substantial discrepancy between the elements g of the icosahedral group and their representativesg. Due to these random errors the set [Ĩ(l)] m of all the productsg j1gj2 . . .g jm is well spread all over SU (2) and can be considered as a random discretization of this group.
In the main processor we use the set of fine rotations S(L, n) to efficiently reduce the error inT by all the elements of S(L, n), we generate 60 n possible braid representations of T :
Among these braids of length (n + 1)L + ml, we search the one which minimizes the distance with the target gate T . This braid,T l,m L,n , is the result of our algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of final errors for 10,000 randomly selected target gates obtained with a preprocessor of l = 8 and m = 3 and a main processor of L = 24 and n = 3.
To illustrate our algorithm, it is useful to consider a concrete example: suppose we want to find the best braid representation of the target gate
Out of all combinations in [Ĩ(8)] 3 , the preprocessor selects aT (8) , which minimizes the distance to T to 0.038. Applying now the main processor, the best rotation in S(24, 3) that correctsT (6) for the special set of p's and q's and, apart from an overall phase, the final distance is reduced to 0.00099 (Fig. 3) .
Relationship with random matrix theory. The distribution of the distance between the identity and the so-obtained braids has an intriguing connection to the Gaussian unitary ensemble of random matrices, which helps us to understand how close we can approach the identity in this way, i.e. the efficiency of the hashing algorithm. Let us analyze the group property deviation for the pseudo-groupĨ(N ) for braids of length N . One can writeg i = g i e i∆i , where ∆ i is a Hermitian matrix, indicating the small deviation of the finite braid representation to the corresponding SU(2) representation for an individual element. For a product ofg i that approximate g i g j · · · g n+1 = e, one has
where H n , related to the accumulated deviation, is
The natural conjecture is that, for a long enough sequence of matrix product, the Hermitian matrix H n tends to a random matrix corresponding to the Gaussian unitary ensemble. This is plausible as H n is a Hermitian matrix that is the sum of random initial deviation matrices with random unitary transformations. A direct consequence is that the distribution of the eigenvalue spacing s obeys the Wigner-Dyson form [19] ,
where s 0 is the mean level spacing. For small enough deviations, the distance of H n to the identity, d 1, e iHn = H n + O H n 3 , is proportional to the eigenvalue spacing of H and, therefore, should obey the same Wigner-Dyson distribution. The conjecture above is indeed well supported by our numerical analysis, even for n as small as 3 or 4 (see Fig. 1 ). One can show that the final error ofT l,m L,n also follows the Wigner-Dyson distribution (as illustrated in Fig. 4 ) with an average final distance f ∼ 60 n/3 / √ n + 1 times smaller than the average error ofT l,m 0 , where the factor 60 is given by the order of the icosahedral group. With a smaller finite subgroup of SU (2), we would need a greater n to achieve the same reduction.
Conclusions. In this paper we have demonstrated that the problem of compiling an arbitrary SU(2) qubit gate T in terms of Fibonacci anyons can be solved efficiently by using hashing functions based on the 60 elements of the icosahedral group I and their composition laws. Our procedure can be generalized to other anyonic models, different quantum computational schemes, and in principle to multi-qubit gates.
The hashing algorithm uses a light brute-force search up to L = 24 to initialize the 60 elements of I with an average precision of about 0.02. The remaining search operations are based on the composition laws of the group I, which do not need any longer to exhaust the exponentially growing number of possibilities as L increases. Indeed, it takes less than a second on a 3 GHz Intel E6850 processor to reach an average precision of 7.1 × 10 −4 (Fig. 4) for an arbitrary gate [18] . We can further improve the precision with additional iterations in the main processor, as we move exponentially down in error scales in a renormalization group fashion. For that we need longer braid representations of I, which must be obtained separately, e.g., by the brute-force search, and can be stored for all future uses. It follows that q iterations reduce the average error by f q within a run time linear in q. To achieve an error smaller than a given ε, one needs q ∼ log(1/ε) consecutive iterations. Therefore, the run time grows as T ∼ log(1/ε), better than the poly-logarithmic time of the efficient implementation of the Solovay-Kitaev algorithm [20] . The iterative hashing algorithm generates a final braid of length O(log 2 (1/ε)), competing favorably with the results of other efficient quantum compiling algorithms [1, 20] . We hope that the quantum hashing algorithm, with potential improvements and hybridizations with other algorithms, introduces a new direction for efficient quantum compiling. During the write-up of this Letter, we noticed a recent paper [21] which discusses a geometrical approach with binary polyhedral groups.
